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John 18: 33-38 Then Pilate entered the headquarters again, summoned Jesus, and asked him, “Are you the 

King of the Jews?” Jesus answered, “Do you ask this on your own, or did others tell you about me?” Pilate 

replied, “I am not a Jew, am I? Your own nation and the chief priests have handed you over to me. What 

have you done?” Jesus answered, “My kingdom is not from this world. If my kingdom were from this 

world, my followers would be fighting to keep me from being handed over to the Jews. But as it is, my 

kingdom is not from here.” Pilate asked him, “So you are a king?” Jesus answered, “You say that I am a 

king. For this I was born, and for this I came into the world, to testify to the truth. Everyone who belongs 

to the truth listens to my voice.” Pilate asked him, “What is truth?” 

 

This is the word of the Lord. Thanks be to God. 

 

Text: 2 Peter 1: 12-21 

Therefore I intend to keep on reminding you of these things, though you know them already and are 

established in the truth that has come to you. I think it is right, as long as I am in this body, to refresh your 

memory, since I know that my death will come soon, as indeed our Lord Jesus Christ has made clear to me. 

And I will make every effort so that after my departure you may be at any time able to recall these things.  

 

For we did not follow cleverly devised myths when we made known to you the power and coming of our 

Lord Jesus Christ, but we had been eyewitnesses of his majesty. For he received honor and glory from God 

the Father when that voice was conveyed to him by the Majestic Glory, saying, “This is my Son, my 

Beloved, with whom I am well pleased.” We ourselves heard this voice come from heaven, while we were 

with him on the holy mountain. 

 

So we have the prophetic message more fully confirmed. You will do well to be attentive to this as to a lamp 

shining in a dark place, until the day dawns and the morning star rises in your hearts. First of all, you must 

understand this, that no prophesy is a matter of one’s own interpretation, because no prophesy ever came 

by human will, but men and women moved by the Holy Spirit spoke from God. 

 

This is the word of the Lord. Thanks be to God.  

 

Let us pray. Dear Lord may the words of my mouth and the meditations of our hearts be acceptable in your 

sight, OLord, our Rock and our Redeemer. Amen.  

 

For nine weeks last fall, our Bible Study classes struggled through First and Second Peter and Jude. The 

references are so obscure that tackling them takes serious study. There are fallen angels debating over the 

body of Moses, and the prophesy of a talking donkey. The author of 2 Peter is addressing a Jewish Christian 
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community, who would be familiar not only with these Old Testament stories, but also with the theological 

traditions built up around them. So unpacking this brief letter takes some effort.  

 

It is a bit like this: last week I was listening to the musical Hamilton with my kids. One of the songs is a rap 

battle debate between Alexander Hamilton and Thomas Jefferson. In it they argue the merits of a national 

bank, and you hear Hamilton quip: 

 

Thomas Jefferson, always hesitant with the President 

Reticent—there isn’t a plan he doesn’t jettison 

“Madison, you’re mad as a hatter,” son, take your medicine 

Man, you’re in worse shape than the national debt is in. 

 

My six-year-old, Maewynn, picking up on “mad hatter” and “take your medicine” asked me why Hamilton 

was mad at Jefferson. Explaining it to her involved a brief overview of the American Revolution, the 

concept of state vs. national government, and an introduction to the finer points of “rap battles.”  

 

2 Peter is a 2000-year-old letter penned to an unknown audience. Its author uses 4000 year old scripture 

references to defend Christianity against unclear opponents within its ranks. You’ve probably never heard 

any of this preached before because it is too weird.  

 

And yet I believe it has a lot to say to us on this first day of 2017 in the midst of our new political and social 

reality. 

 

For the next four weeks we will be studying the texts of 1 & 2 Peter and Jude in a series called “Stepping 

Up.” It has grown out of our Fall Bible Studies, which focused on some of the most obscure letters in the 

New Testament 

 

These texts are not frequently preached on, as they present sometimes challenging and unfamiliar theology 

and language. In many ways these letters are a “minority report” in the Bible, an alternative voice from the 

letters of the Apostle Paul. We invite you to step up to the challenge that the Gospel places before us. 

Today we are challenged to “Seek Truth.”  

 

What is truth? Pilate asked this of Jesus just before he sentenced him to death at the hands of the state.  

 

The question is pertinent today January 1, 2017, in spite of the fact that the Oxford English Dictionary has 

declared “post-truth” as the word of the year for 2016. “Post-truth” is defined as “an adjective relating to or 

denoting circumstances in which objective facts are less influential in shaping public opinion than appeals to 

emotion and personal belief.” 

 

A new program called The Checkology Virtual Classroom is an educational program that seeks to help students 

tell fact from fiction in the digital age. Elis Estrada, the DC program manager says “The No. 1 question that 
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I love asking [students] is, ‘Where do you get your news?’ And the majority of them say, ‘What is news?’ 

They don’t even know what it is. The fact that we have to start there is really telling.” 

 

Pilate asked Jesus, “What is truth?” but the question of our day might be, “Does it even matter?” 

 

In the church we say, “ Yes, it does.”  

 

And so, in the American age of fake news, truthiness, post-truth, internet rumors, and a decades-long 

erosion of trust in institutional authority, we need to ask this question loudly: “What is truth?” 

 

Now, I understand that looking for the answer in a neglected and esoteric letter of the New Testament 

might seem like a stretch. But stick with me.  

 

The writer of 2 Peter urges the church to remember “the truth that has come to you.” We read that the 

gospel is not a collection of “cleverly devised myths,” but “a lamp shining in a dark place.” The author is 

more than likely not Peter the apostle, but is using his name. Yet this pseudonym is not a first century 

example of post-truth, it’s precisely the opposite: it is an appeal to the authority of Peter’s name and status 

as an apostle and disciple.  

 

Be attentive! Stay awake! Don’t be led astray! “We did not follow cleverly-devised myths,” is Peter’s claim. 

 

We know very little about the false teachers that Peter is cautioning against, but it is likely that they were 

insiders—fellow Christians—who were taking the idea of God’s forgiveness to extremes. They claimed that 

Christians did not need to change their lives. They only had to believe and be forgiven. No more strict 

master in the commandments. In Jesus you are free! You can do what you want! Follow your own path. You 

don’t need to change a thing.  

 

These are tempting words, but Peter pushes back, writing “They promise freedom, but they themselves are 

slaves of corruption, for they are slaves to whatever masters them.”  

 

The church needed to figure out how to determine truth from falsehood in the church. So much was new, 

so much was confusing, how could it be sorted? Peter’s letter lays out three sources of authority: 

 

The first is the authority of eye-witnesses. First the disciples and earliest believers, then those in the 

community who have experienced the power of the gospel in their lives. Those brothers and sisters in the 

community of faith who have been there before you. In short, trust the elders in the church. 
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The second is the authority of the God. The letter claims that, “No prophecy is a matter of one’s own 

interpretation, because no prophecy ever came by human will, but men and women moved by the Holy 

Spirit.” Trust witnesses, but don’t trust them on their own. You need to cultivate your own relationship with 

God through prayer, and you must look to God’s Spirit to guide you. The Spirit has been sent as an 

advocate on our behalf, to sustain the church in truth.  

 

The third is the authority of Scripture. The letter cites example after example from scripture of God’s 

faithfulness in the world. In our tradition, we understand the Bible to be the best witness of God’s work in 

the world. Scripture was written by elders who came before us in the community of faith who were guided 

by the power of the Holy Spirit. And we, also guided by the Spirit and the church, can rely on it as a credible 

source of truth.  

 

It is these three pillars: The Church, the Holy Spirit, and Scripture that can help us navigate the murky 

waters of truth and falsehood. Emphasize one over the other and you are more likely to be led astray. 

 

Reliance on others—even your pastors—without cultivating a personal faith and without an understanding 

of scripture could lead to a distorted view of the gospel.  

 

Reliance on your personal relationship with God without trusting your community or the witness of 

scripture could lead you down a self-centered path.  

 

And reliance on scripture apart from trust in our Living God and the other members of the body of Christ 

could result in a wooden and legalistic faith.  

 

These were the risks for the nascent church, and these are the same risks today. There were people in Peter’s 

church who were letting easy answers substitute for gospel truth. The result: the church was beginning to 

look a whole lot like the rest of the broken world. The urgency in 2 Peter was born from the risk of the 

church losing hold of the one thing that had brought them together in the first place: the truth that God was 

alive in the risen Christ. 

 

“What is truth?” It is a difficult question to answer. It takes toil, time, and trust to find truth, and it is these 

three things that are often lacking. Instead we try short-cuts, or use short-term thinking, or we are short with 

each other, forgetting that we are bound to one another in love.  

 

Our church may not have the same problems as Peter’s church, but we must seek truth all the same.  

 

This congregation prides itself in being a theologically and politically diverse congregation. I believe that this 

is a real strength, and that unity in diversity is a hallmark of the church. But what does it mean for us to seek 

truth in an era of radical partisan divides? What does it mean for us to seek truth in faith when the church 

itself is in the midst of a crisis of relevance? 
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At the end of 2016, the editors of the Christian Century wrote, “if anything has become clear in recent months, it’s 

that telling the truth is more than a matter of thinking hard or having access to reliable information. It is also a matter of 

being a certain kind of person. The virtue of truth telling is intertwined with the exercise of other moral virtues.  

 

In particular, truth telling involves having the humility to be corrected and the humility to join in a shared public world of 

argument and debate. It also involves a fundamental openness to the world and to other people and a respect for their worth and 

perspectives.”1 

 

Using Peter’s three sources of authority gives us a strong faith that helps us to be witnesses to the good 

news of God’s salvation. When we have not sought truth through these three anchors, then it is harder for 

the gospel truth to shine in our lives.  

 

As we begin this new year in worship, remember where you have heard gospel truth: in scripture, in God, 

and in the church.  

 

Don’t be satisfied with being an individual spectator in the pews.  

Let us recommit ourselves to prayer and study.  

 

Don’t be satisfied with polite conversation.  

Let us work to build real relationships with your brothers and sisters here in this congregation.  

 

Don’t be satisfied with relying on other authorities to tell you about God. 

Let us be open to Jesus’s work in our own lives.  

 

Remember Peter’s words: The Lord knows how to rescue the Godly from trial. You will do well to be 

attentive to this as to a lamp shining in a dark place, until the day dawns and the morning star rises in your 

hearts. 

 

Amen.  

 

                                                 
1 ibid 


